e present paper describes a classification of Czech verbs of communication based on the information on the type of dependent content clauses which these verbs require to be complemented by. We distinguish assertive, interrogative and directive verbs of communication. Furthermore, we propose a method how to treat those verbs of communication which behave 'neutrally' with respect to the type of dependent content clauses.
Introduction
Verbs of communication represent a large group of verbs. ey render situations concerning communication in a broad sense: speaking, writing and gestures. Generally, they express situations where a 'Speaker' conveys a 'Message' to a 'Recipient' . Prototypically, the 'Message' may be morphematically realized as a dependent content clause.
In our paper, the information on the type of dependent content clause, which the verbs of communication require to be complemented by, is taken as a key criterion for a classification of these verbs. On this basis, we distinguish assertive, interrogative and directive verbs of communication according to whether they are complemented by assertive, interrogative, or directive dependent content clauses, respectively. e main motivation behind the classification is to create classes of verbs of communication that would be semantically and morphosyntactically more coherent.
e type of the dependent content clauses is determined as a starting point for the classification since the different types of the dependent content clauses are regularly associated with several other morphosyntactic properties of the verbs of communication.
For instance, being complemented by an assertive dependent content clause, the ' Addressee's' valency slot of the verb říci pf 'to tell' is optional (ex 1 and ex 2). Furthermore, the splitting of the theme and dictum is allowed in this utterance (ex 2) (Section 3.1.2). On the other hand, the ' Addressee' is semantically obligatory and the splitting of the theme and dictum is not possible if the verb is complemented by an interrogative (ex 3) or a directive dependent content clause (ex 4):
(1) Řekla, že ji bolí hlava. (SYN2005) E. She said that she had got headache.
(2) Řekla nám o sobě, že má upřímnou povahu, je veselá a ráda se baví. (SYN2006pub) E. 'Told -us -about -herself -that -has -frank -character -is -cheerful -and -glad -refl -enjoy ' , etc.) . ey denote such situations where a 'Speaker' conveys a 'Message' to a 'Recipient' .
'Speaker' , 'Recipient' and 'Message'
In this section, we briefly describe the participants of the verbs of communication -the 'Speaker' , 'Recipient' and 'Message' -with respect to their syntactic behavior and morphemic realizations.
1.1.1. 'Speaker' and 'Recipient'
We observe basically two possible realizations of the participant 'Speaker': • Several verbs of communication represent rather a one-sided communication -the 'Speaker' conveys the 'Message' to the 'Recipient' . In these cases, the semantic participant 'Speaker' occupies the ' Actor's' valency slot and the 'Recipient' the ' Addressee's' one. Apart from the above mentioned cases of the realizations of the 'Recipient' (see Section 1.1.1), we observe the following cases:
• Still another group of verbs of communication indicates an asymmetrical process of communication -the 'Message' is addressed to the 'Recipient' , however, the active participation of the 'Recipient' in the process of communication is weakened. In these cases, the 'Recipient' fills the ' Addressee's' valency slot and is expressed by the prepositional group k 'to' + dative (ex 9) or na 'at' + accusative case (ex 10 Two aspects of the 'Message' are distinguishable, the 'Message' stands for either the theme (ex 12), or the dictum (ex 13), or both theme and dictum (ex 14). Konečná makes an attempt at specifying the theme and dictum (Konečná, 1966) . According to her, the dictum is characterized as an object expressed, especially by a direct or indirect speech. Furthermore, some words referring to a part of text, as věta 'sentence' , myšlenka 'idea' , pravda, 'truth' , nesmysl 'nonsense' , or some demonstrative or indefinite pronouns, as to 'this' , něco 'something' , nic 'nothing' , etc., can realize the dictum as well. e theme is specified as an object expressed by a noun or a dependent clause under the condition that (i) a dependent clause introduced by the conjunction 3 Remark on terminology: In Mluvnice češtiny III (Mluvnice češtiny III, 1987) and in Větné vzorce v češtině (Daneš and Hlavsa, 1987) , this complementation is referred to as the participant of information. In Skladba češtiny (Grepl and Karlík, 1998) , these complementions are classified as the so-called situational actants within which the authors distinguish information, instructions, stimuli and purposes. In our view, the 'Message' involves the information (as in It was announced in the radio that the dangerous prisoner had escaped from the prison) and instruction (as in He allowed me to smoke). zda 'whether' can be nominalized (e.g., the verb analyzovat 'to analyze' , zkoumat 'to investigate' , etc.) or (ii) meaning of an object is similar to the meaning of the object of the verb mluvit 'to speak' . • Infinitives. With particular verbs of communication, the participant 'Message' may be expressed by an infinitive, see esp. (Panevová, 1996) and (Mikulová et al., 2005) . e referential correspondence either between the ' Actor' (ex 26) or the ' Addressee' (ex 27), or between both the ' Actor' and ' Addressee' (ex 28 and 29) on the one hand and the subject of the given infinitive on the other is typical of these verbs. 
Dependent Content Clauses
In most cases, the participant 'Message' of the verbs of communication is expressed by dependent content clauses (DCCs in the sequel). We distinguish three types of the DCCs according to their modality: assertive, interrogative and directive DCCs. ese types are formally characterized by the type of subordinating conjunctions, and by several temporal and modal devices, see esp. (Běličová-Křížková, 1979) . ese devices stand in the center of our interest. Relative tenses are characteristic of this type of the DCCs. e use of the relative tenses follows the rules indicated esp. in (Bauer, 1965) , (Panevová, Benešová, and Sgall, 1971) , (Mluvnice češtiny II, 1986) and (Mluvnice češtiny III, 1987) .
Assertive Dependent Content Clauses
As for the verbal mood, the indicative mood is typical of the assertDCCs (ex 31 
In contrast to the interDCCs, the assertDCCs introduced by the conjunctions zda, zdali, -li, or jestli do not exhibit the interrogative characteristic -they do not express the 'Speaker's' uncertainty or lack of knowledge, see (Daneš and Hlavsa, 1987) . In ex 38 with the assertDCCs, the possibility that the member of the presidium knows whether Izetbegović will take part in the peace talks in New York or not is not excluded in contrast to ex 39 with the interDCC where the 'Speaker' asks the 'Recipient' to answer his question because he does not know whether the coalition satisfies him. 
(41) Příští pátek a sobotu občané v referendu řeknou, zda si přejí vstup do NATO … (SYN2006pub) E. e next Friday and Saturday the citizens are going to say whether they want to join NATO …

Interrogative Dependent Content Clauses
InterDCCs indicate the content of what is indicated by the governing verb as the question -they express 'Speaker's' uncertainty or lack of knowledge, etc. ey are usually connected by the conjunctions zda, zdali, -li and jestli 'if ' , 'whether' . (For more information on the difference between interDCCs and assertDCCs, see Section 2.1.1 above). e interDCCs can be paraphrased by a direct speech with interrogative sentential modality. ese direct speeches have the form of a yes / no question. See the following example of the interDCCs and their paraphrase by the direct speech:
(42) Král si dal dcery zavolat a ptal se jich, (zda voják mluví pravdu).(interDCC) (SYN2000) E. e king had his daughters called and he asked them (whether the soldier told the truth) (Král si dal dcery zavolat a ptal se jich: "Mluví voják pravdu?") (E. e king had his daughters called and he asked them: 'Does the soldier tell the truth?')
e relative tenses are characteristic of the interDCCs, similarly as in the case of the asertDCCs, see (Panevová, Benešová, and Sgall, 1971) , (Bauer, 1965) , (Mluvnice češtiny III, 1987) , and (Mluvnice češtiny II, 1986) . As for the verb mood, the indicative mood expresses a question (ex 43). e conditional mood prevails in the interDCCs expressing a proposal (ex 44), a polite request (ex 45), etc. 
Directive Dependent Content Clauses
Directive DCCs (directDCC in the sequel) express the content of what is indicated by the governing verb as a command, appeal, request, etc. ese DCCs denote events which have not been realized yet but the realization of which is desirable for the 'Speaker' -they generally refer to the future. ey are typically introduced by subordinating conjunctions aby 'so that' and ať 'to let' . e conjunction aby implies the conditional mood of verbs.
e directDCCs can be paraphrased by direct speeches with the imperative sentential modality. See the following example and its paraphrase by the direct speech: 
Subclasses of the Verbs of Communication
e information on the type of the DCCs, which the verbs of communication require to be complemented by, is taken as a key criterion for subdividing this group of verbs into semantically and morphosyntactically more coherent classes.
e type of the dependent content clauses serves as the basis of the classification for the following reasons: (i) the type of the dependent content clauses reveals the semantic properties of the governing verb to some extent. For instance, the interDCCs do not realize the 'Message' of the verbs of communication expressing an order (e.g., *Nařídil mu, jestli přijde večer brzy. E.*He ordered him whether he comes early). Vice versa, if a verb of communication expresses a question, it cannot be complemented by a directDCC (e.g., *Ptal se ho, aby něco udělal / ať něco udělá. E. *He questioned him to do something), see (Mluvnice češtiny III, 1987) and (Běličová and Sedláček, 1990) .
(ii) Each type of the dependent content clauses is regularly associated with several other morphosyntactic properties. For instance, the splitting of the theme and the dictum is realized only when a particular verb of communication is complemented by the assertDCC. Furthermore, if a particular verb of communication governs the interDCC or directDCC, then its valency frame contains the obligatory ' Addressee' . On the other hand, being complemented by the assertDCC, the verbs of communication have an obligatory or an optional ' Addressee' or it is not present in their valency frames at all.
As a result of this classification, the verbs of communication are divided into three subtler classes -assertive (Section 3.1), interrogative (Section 3.2) and directive verbs of communication (Section 3.3). Furthermore, in Section 3.4, we propose a method how to treat the 'neutral verbs' -these verbs can be complemented by all three types of the DCCs. Two issues concerning the assertive verbs of communication will be discussed in more detail: (i) the participant 'Recipient' (Section 3.1.1) and (ii) the splitting of the theme and dictum (Section 3.1.2). (Daneš and Hlavsa, 1987) , (Mluvnice češtiny III, 1987) and (Součková, 2005 
Assertive Verbs of Communication
. 'Said -about -me -that -(I-)am -lazy -as -louse. '
As for the morphemic form of the 'Patient' , it can be expressed by the following prepositional groups o 'about' + locative, na 'about' + accusative and k 'on' + dative (for more information, see Section 1.1.2 above). e 'Effect' is realized by the assertDCCs and by the accusative in some cases. e separated part of the 'Message' realized in the governing clause is always in the relation of coreference with an expression or with a whole segment of the DCC, see Sgall, 1985-1987) . We observe the cases of (i) textual coreference -the separated part is referentially identical with a personal pronoun (ex 50) -and the cases of (ii) a more complicated relation between the separated part and the anaphoric element. To a great extent, this relation is based on the shared knowledge. For instance, the separated part and the anaphoric element can be in the relation of metonymy (as mother and her tongue in ex 51), synonymy (as Agassi's ability of returning services and his returns in ex 52), hyponymy and hyperonymy (as pub and facility in ex 53), see esp. (Cruse, 1986) , or (Filipec and Čermák, 1985) . If a whole segment or even a whole assertDCC represent the anaphoric device, the content relationship between them may be very loose (as Milevina's limping and he would have never had courage to get married to a wife who would not be absolutely healthy ex 54). -about -visit -said -that -significantly -(it-) e anaphoric element may occur in different syntactic positions: in the position of the subject (ex 50), the direct object (ex 55 and 56), the indirect object (ex 56) …and -write -about -her -that -in fact -invokes -and -expects -from -herhelp -and -blessing -in -the most unreasonable -situations. (57) Je nepřesné říci o Marxovi, že technický pokrok znamená podle něj vždy úsporu práce. -is -not exact -say -about -Marx -that -technical -progress -impliesaccording to -him -always -the saving -work. ' e splitting of the theme and the dictum represents a difficulty in the description of the valency structure as the verbs allowing the splitting of the theme and the dictum are regularly used without such a splitting in other contexts as well. As a result, two separated valency frames have to be postulated despite an apparent similarity in their meanings.
For the purpose of an explicit description of the valency structures of the verbs of communication, we propose to exploit the alternation model according to which the alternations are taken as regular changes in the valency structure. (is model was outlined for the purpose of VALLEX, Valency Lexicon of Czech Verbs, see (Lopatková, Žabokrtský, and Kettnerová, 2008) , (Markéta Lopatková, 2006) and (Žabokrtský, 2005) ).
Under such a treatment, the splitting of the theme and the dictum represents a syntactic alternation (SplTD in the sequel), applicable to some assertive verbs of communication or 'neutral' cases when complemented by the assertDCCs (Section 3.4). SplTD is characterized by the changes in the valency frame -in the number of valency complementations and their morphemic forms. However, this alternation is not accompanied by a substantial change in the lexical meaning -the separated part of the DCC is only emphasized. For illustration, the rules of the SplTD applicable to the verb říci pf , říkat impf 'to tell' can be formulated as follows: 
Valency Frames of the Assertive Verbs
In summary, the participant 'Speaker' occupies the ' Actor's' valency slot which is obligatory. e participant 'Recipient' fills the ' Addressee's valency slot which can be obligatory or optional; some assertive verbs do not contain the ' Addressee's' slot in their valency frames at all, see Section 3.1.1 above.
e participant 'Message' can fill a single valency slot, then it is expressed as the 'Patient' , or it can be realized in two valency slots: its theme is realized as the 'Patient' and its dictum as the 'Effect' , see Section 1.1.2 above. In conclusion, we introduce a list of all the assertive verbs of communication enumerated at the beginning of this section and their valency frames (Table  2) . e valency frames involving the 'Effect' are the ones derived by the SplTD.
Interrogative Verbs of Communication
Interrogative verbs of communication represent a relatively restricted set. eir participant 'Message' is prototypically expressed by the interDCCs (Section 2.2). e verbs of this subclass express getting knowledge or verifying particular information -they denote those events of speaking in which the 'Speaker' urges the 'Recipient' to provide him with particular information which is unknown to him, or to confirm or disprove particular information. As for modal verbs, their range is limited in these constructions: on the basis of corpus evidence, only modal verbs relating to the modal categories (i) necessity (expressed by muset 'must' , 'have to' , nemoci 'not be allowed' , mít 'ought' , 'should' , nemít 'ought not' , 'should not' , and nesmět 'must not' and (ii) possibility (expressed by moci 'can' , nemuset 'need not' , and smět 'be allowed') occur in the assertDCCs dependent on the directive verbs of communication, see esp. (Kettnerová-Benešová, 2007) . More information on modal categories can be found in (Mluvnice češtiny III, 1987) . See the following examples:
(62) Nařídili mi, že se musím do pěti dnů dostavit na urgentní poradu. (SYN2000) E. ' Ordered -me -that -refl -must -in -five -days -come -to -urgent -meeting e DCCs of the mentioned type do not contain modal verbs relating to the modality of intention (expressed by chtít 'to want' and hodlat 'to intend') and the modal meaning of ability (expressed by umět 'be able' and dovést 'be able'). is restriction follows from the fact that the intention and ability are in competence of the actor of the action himself, so they cannot be affected by the volition of the 'Speaker' as an external stimulus (Section 3.3), see (Kettnerová-Benešová, 2007) .
Valency Frame of the Directive Verbs
e valency structure of the directive verbs of communication consists of three obligatory slots: the ' Actor' , ' Addressee' and 'Patient' . e participant 'Speaker' occupies the ' Actor's' valency slot, the 'Recipient' and the 'Message' fill the slots of the ' Addressee' and the 'Patient' , respectively. ey do not allow the splitting of the theme and the dictum. Table 4 presents a list summarizing the directive verbs enumerated in this section and their valency frames:
'Neutral' Cases of Verbs of Communication
Some verbs of communication allow for being complemented by all three types of the DCCs. In connection with a particular type of the DCCs, these verbs may express:
1. a statement when complemented by an assertDCC: Tables 5, 6 and 7 summarize the possible valency frames of the verbs of communication which exhibit 'neutral' behavior with regard to the types of the DCCs. e following three types are distinguished with respect to the ' Addressee' slot: it can be obligatory (Table 5) or optional (Table 6) or it can be missing in the valency frames at all (Table 7) .
